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Did we miss anything during this search? Is there something we haven't found out? Let us know! Step by step In this quest you will need to steal the Eye of Khyber (#10) from a band of kobolds. The Eye is actually useless, but the kobolds don't know it, and so they'll defend it with their lives. Complicating is that you are not allowed to kill
kobold prophets. You will find about ten prophets in the search (the exact number is random), and if you kill six of them, then you will fail in the search. There are basically three ways to complete this mission. If you have a rogue type character, then you can do as the mission name suggests, and go through the kobolds. If you have a
caster character, then you can just launch web or hypnotic pattern all over the place and disable the kobolds. Finally, if you are a high enough level or have a good enough AC, then you can just run through the mission, letting the kobolds hit you until you have reached the Eye. Regardless, when you return to Lesto Half-Price in the
Wayward Lobster, it will reward you with a random outfit, and it will even let you stay the Eye of Khyber. 1 - Starting Point 2 - Edge You will need a jumping ability of 30+ to jump to the edge here. However, you won't find anything on the edge, so it's not worth the effort. 3 - Lever / Gate If you pull the lever here (#3), you will open the nearby
gate (#3a). 4 - Lever / Gate If you pull the lever here (#4), you will open the gate to the north (#4a). 5 - Lever / Gate If you pull the lever here (#5), you will open the next gate (#5a). 6 - Lever / Gate If you pull the lever here (#6), you will open the gate to the east (#6a). 7 - Witch Doctor Glik (Random Boss) If Doctor Witch Gilk appears here,
then sometimes you can find Glik's Bracelet in the treasure chest he leaves behind. 8 - Levers / Gate You will find two levers here (#8: one at ground level and one at the top of a ladder. You will need to pull the two levers to open the north gate (#8a). 9 - Lever / Gates / Witch Doctor Wazul (Random Boss) You will need to pull the lever
here (#9) to open the nearby gates (#9a). Sometimes kobolds open the gates when they ring their alarm clocks. This is also where Doctor Witch Wazul can appear. If he does, then sometimes you can find Wazul's amulet in the treasure chest he leaves behind. 10 - Eye of Khyber / Witch Doctor Jeeka (Random Boss) This is where you will
find the Eye of Khyber. He's just going to be sitting on the altar. Sometimes Doctor Witch Jeeka will also prossit here. If he does, then you can find Jeeka's Spangle in the treasure chest he leaves behind. Other Places of Interest CCollectable DSecret Door TTrap XQuest Exit $Treasure Chest Quest Bonuses Monsters (45 total) Breakables
(41 total) Assault Bonus (10%)27 Mischief Bonuses (5%)24 Attack Bonuses (15%)36 Vandal Bonus (7%)32 Achievement Bonus (7%)32 Achievement Bonus (7%)32 Achievement Bonus Loot Bonus (10%)39 Traps (1 total) Secret Doors (0 total) Tampering Bonus (5%)N/A Compliance Bonus (5%)N/A Neutralization Bonus (7%)N/A
Perception Bonus (7%)N/A Ingenious Weakening Bonus (10%)N/A Watchful Vision Bonus (10%)N/A Do DDO Wiki Khyber's eye can be a forgery, but a band of Khyber-worshipping kobold fanatics is far from harmless. Overview When Lesto Half-Price sold a useless jewel to a kobold squatper like Khyber's Dread Eye, he thought he had
made a good profit. Then other kobolds gathered to worship the Dread Eye. Now they have turned an abandoned building in the Warehouse District into an evil temple for Khyber. Lesto wants you to steal back evidence of his mistake! Spoiler warning: Information below this point may be considered spoiler material! Steal the useless gem
from the Kobold shrine to Khyber. (Failed) Kill less than 6 prophets until the jewel is stolen. (Optional) Kill 25 of the kobolds — Bonus (35%): Heroic( ♣188 ♦340 ♥368 ♠396 ) (Optional) Kill The Wizard Doctor Glik — Bonus (15%): Heroic( ♣80 ♦146 ♥158 ♠170 ) (Optional) Slay Witch Doctor Neecha — Bonus (15%): Heroic( ♣80 ♦146 ♥158
♠170 ) (Optional) Kill The Wizard Doctor Wazul — Bonus (15 ):Heroic( ♣80 ♦146 ♥158 ♠170 ) (Optional) Slay Witch Doctor Jeeka — Bonus (15%): Heroic( ♣80 ♦146 ♥15 8 ♠170 ) What to expect trap (Fixed) Search failure (if more than 5 prophets are killed before the jewel is collected) Known Trap Trap DCs Trap fire trap guarding the
chest Tips and Misc This is a unique quest, as killing 6 kobold prophets causes a failure in the search. So you have to find a way to avoid killing them, usually by... go through everyone passing and selectively killing everything else (the prophets are very weak opponents) using some form of Crowd Control to keep the prophets out of the
fight (fascinate, hypnotize, sleep, web, etc., etc.) zerging beyond all else and relying on pure speed, hoping to finish before Dungeon Alert catches you. Because there are many prophets (several in each encounter), attacks of damage to the area of effect can easily cause search failures. This includes all two-handed weapons as well as
orthodus effects. Sloppy aiming with range weapons can also kill prophets who jump in front of a shot. You really don't have to worry about prophets if you can't sneak or control them otherwise. They do very little damage, so it should be possible to kill the other enemies and let the prophets follow them around trying to hit you. If you try to
run straight through the instance without involving anyone (which will attract a lot of aggro in the short term) your biggest concern is being Harried, which slows you down massively. Also, (and this may seem obvious), hiring items with guard properties are problems! The levers for the last part of the area, from the large central well, are in
the same place. Once you go the bridge and down the ramp, one will be on the wall on the left, and the other is on the other side of the hall and up a ladder. The nearest gate to the Eye can be opened by letting a kobold touch the gong closest to it instead of having to mess with the last lever. This is especially useful if you are running
through the instance instead of trying stealthily through. Once the search is completed (retrieving the Eye), you can kill the prophets without worrying. If you kill six, you will have the search dialog fails, but the search has already been completed, then nothing happens. This is good if you have to run through the aggro drawing, and want to
return to loot or collectible chests, or get the optional kobold 25 (you still get the added extra XP, even thinking the mission is over). Kobold prophets do not count towards the optional 25-kobold. Hide and silently move thresholds needed to sneak without being noticed: N: ? H:? E: 18 Witch Doctor Glik can appear in the northwest room,
with the bookcase and lever to open the gate of the room before the sanctuary. The Witch Witch Neecha may appear in the south room in front of the shrine with her breast. The Wizard Wazul can appear in the hallway before the jewel. The Jeeka Wizard may appear in the west section of the room with the jewel. Bonus bonus XP
Aggression Bonus: 27 or more dead monsters +10% bonus. (♣54 ♦97 ♥105 ♠113) Attack bonus: 35 or more dead monsters +15% bonus. (♣80 ♦146 ♥158 ♠170) Notes: It is difficult (if not impossible) to get the Attack bonus without killing some prophets. Loot Chests: 1 - 51 prisoners in the room south of the sanctuary 1 optional to kill Glik
(Kobold, not always spawn, found in the northwest room, with the bookcase and lever to open the gate of the room before the sanctuary) 1 optional to kill Neecha (Kobold, not always spawning, found in the south room in front of the shrine , with the chest) 1 optional to kill Wazul (Kobold , not always spawning, found in the hallway just
before the jewel) 1 optional to kill Jeeka (Kobold, not always spawn, found in the western section of the room with the jewel) Collectibles: Four Bookshelves in the NW room, with the lever (where Glik appears) Adventurer Pack in the central room just before the Shrines along the west wall in the large central pit Mushroom in the northeast
corner of the room where the useless gem is. NPC Rewards: Random Item Called Chest Drop Last Edited Item Type Enhancements ML Bind Quests Update 35.1 3 years, 7 months, and 1 day Jeeka's Spangle Trinket Armor Bonus +2Armor Bonus +2: This item involves the user with an invisible but tangible force field, granting +2 armor
bonuses to AC, as if he was wearing armor. 1 Unlinked: This item is Unlinked and may be permanently damaged. Stealth Reintegration, Witch Jeeka chest update 35.1 3 years, 7 months and 1 day Of 1 Day Of 1 Trinkets of Neecha 1 Unbound: This item is Unbound, and may suffer permanent damage. Stealth Repossession, Update of
the chest of Doctor Witch Neecha 35.1 3 years, 7 months and 1 day Wazul's Amulelet Necklace 1 UnboundUnbound: This item is Unbound, and may have permanent damage. Stealth Repossession, Doctor Witch Wazul Chest Update 35.1 3 years, 7 months and 1 day Gilk's Bangle Trinket 1 UnboundUnbound: This item is Unbound, and
may have permanent damage. Stealth Repossession, Wizard Doctor Glik's chest Monsters Name (photo) CR Type Race Kobold Prophet (vision) ♦0.25Normal ♠3Elite Reptilian Kobold Kobold Shaman (vision) ♦1Normal ♥3Hard ♠5E Replite xiciciano Ko Kobold Thrower (view) ♦1Normal ♥3Hard ♠5Elite Reptilian Kobold Kobold Warrior
(view) ♦0.5Normal ♥2Hard ♠5Elite ●♦28E normal /♥33Hard Shovel ●♠63Epic Elite Reptilian Kobold Kobold (vision) ♦0.25Normal ♥1Hard ♠3Elite Reptilian Kobold Witch Doctor Glik (vision) ♦3Normal ♥5Hard ♠8Elite Reptilian Kobold Witch Doctor Jeeka (vision) ♦3Normal ♥5Hard ♠8Elite Reptilian Kobold Witch Doctor Neecha (vision)
♦3Normal ♥5Hard ♠88Elite Reptilian Kobold Witch Doctor Wazul (vision) ♦3Normal ♥5Hard ♠8Elite Reptilian Kobold External Links
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